Solid Plastic

Hadrian’s
Solid Plastic Toilet Partitions
Hadrian’s solid plastic partitions offer the utmost in
strength and durability. Available in polypropylene
(HDPP) or polyethylene (HDPE) material, doors,
panels and pilasters are all 1” (25mm) thick. Our
commitment is to take an industry standard and make
it better through outstanding service. With reliable lead
times and exceptional shipping programs, Hadrian’s
solid plastic partitions are a fantastic value.

We are committed to offering the very

best value in the industry

Why Choose Hadrian’s Solid Plastic?
Hadrian’s solid plastic partitions are the ideal choice for
high abuse facilities such as schools, stadiums, parks
and airports. Hadrian’s partitions are designed to stand
strong and overcome abuse. They will not delaminate,
dent, flake, crack, rust, or break!
From a maintenance point of view, nothing could be
easier! Hadrian’s solid plastic partitions practically take
care of themselves. They never need to be repainted
and there is no need to ever replace rusted, dented or
damaged parts.
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The Hadrian Advantage
Superior Service
When you choose Hadrian, you get more than great toilet
partitions – you also get outstanding Hadrian service. We are
committed to offering the very best value in the industry. This
means: great products, superior service and fast, dependable
lead times. Hadrian’s stock 5-day shipping program (with no
upcharge!) leads the industry and demonstrates our unrivaled
commitment to our customers. Let us perform for you!

No “Ghosting”
Hadrian’s solid plastic partitions offer excellent graffiti
resistance. Polyethylene (HDPE) meets industry standards for
graffiti removal, while polypropylene (HDPP) exceeds them,
allowing most graffiti to be cleaned without leaving a
“ghost” behind.

Industry Leading Warranty
With the best warranty in the business, Hadrian is confident that
its partitions will stand the test of time. Hadrian’s solid plastic
warranty is good for 20 years and protects against breakage,
delamination, and corrosion.

Environmentally Friendly
Hadrian’s solid plastic is an environmentally responsible choice.
In addition to having an excellent recycled content, the long life
span of plastic means that less material is used over time as
facilities do not need to replace compartments every few years.

Partition Styles
Headrail Braced
Headrail braced compartments are a great choice for virtually any facility.
These units are especially recommended in heavy-use areas such as
schools, institutions and industrial settings. The anti-grip top rail deters
boisterous activity while ensuring a rigid and secure installation.

Ceiling Hung
Ceiling hung units present a clean contemporary appearance. They
permit quick, easy floor maintenance, especially when combined
with wall-hung fixtures. Ceiling hung partitions are recommended
for modernization where a drop ceiling or open span construction
can be used.

Floor to Ceiling
Floor to ceiling units are extremely strong and resistant to abuse as they
are securely connected to the floor, ceiling and walls. This configuration is
ideal for high abuse areas and installations that require extra durability.

Screens
Wall Mounted Screen
• Simple and economical design
• Permits easy maintenance and floor cleaning
Floor Mounted Screen
• Supported by a 5” (127mm) floor mounted pilaster
• Great option for vandal prone installations
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Solid Plastic – Hardware
Hadrian’s solid plastic toilet partitions are available with a
variety of hardware options to meet the challenges of any
washroom environment.
Standard Hardware
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy-duty aluminum 8” (203mm) round barrel hinges
6” (152mm) aluminum stop & keeper
Black anodized latch (with emergency access feature)
Full height aluminum channels at panel to pilaster connection
Three heavy-duty aluminum brackets at panel to wall and pilaster to
wall connections.
• Plastic pilaster shoes (color to match partitions)

Stainless Steel Hardware (#4 brushed finish)
• Full height stainless steel channels at panel to pilaster, panel to
wall, and pilaster to wall connections
• Stainless steel latch
• Stainless steel stop & keeper
• Stainless steel shoes

Plastic Hardware
• Full height plastic channels at panel to pilaster, panel to wall, and
pilaster to wall connections
• Finish to match partitions

Continuous Hinge
Hadrian’s heavy-duty 16-gauge continuous hinge is a great choice for
heavy-use facilities such as schools and institutions. This 54” (1372mm)
high stainless steel hinge covers the full height of the door and features
a stainless steel hinge pin. Fastened to both the door and pilaster with
6-lobe security head stainless steel through-bolts, the continuous hinge
is a true heavy-duty option. As an added bonus, this item also acts as a
no-sightline feature on the hinge side of the door.

Fasteners
Fasteners are theft-proof 6-lobe security head stainless steel screws to
deter vandalism.

Headrail
Hadrian’s easy-to-install “cap-over” headrail ensures a rigid finished
installation. For joining two pieces together, the headrail system features
a convenient snap-fit design that does not require extra fasteners.

Shoes
Durable and easy to maintain, Hadrian’s 4” (102mm) high plastic shoes
are available in finishes to match our solid plastic partitions
(polypropylene only). Shoes are also available in a #4 brushed stainless
steel finish (which is standard for polyethylene partitions).

Vanities
Made from the same durable material as our partitions, Hadrian’s solid
plastic vanities are available in a number of different sizes and
configurations to meet installation requirements. Vanities include the
following as necessary: tops, backs, skirts, sides, gussets, “L” angles,
anchors and fasteners.

Finishes
Hadrian’s solid plastic toilet partitions are available in a variety of
designer colors to suit any environment. Please refer to Hadrian’s Solid
Plastic Color Selector for details.

Integral Hinge
Hadrian’s easy-to-install integral hinge projects a clean, uncluttered
appearance. The hinge pin and bottom cam are recessed into the door
and pilaster to eliminate the need for exposed fasteners on the hinge
side. Inconspicuous and virtually maintenance-free, the integral hinge is
a great alternative to Hadrian’s standard wrap-around offering. Integral
hinge is available for headrail braced style only.
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IN THE U.S.A.:
Hadrian Inc., 7420 Clover Avenue,
Mentor, Ohio, U.S.A. 44060
telephone: (440) 942-9118 • fax: (440) 942-9618
U.S. toll free fax: 1-800-536-1469
IN CANADA & AREAS OTHER THAN U.S.A.:
Hadrian Manufacturing Inc., 965 Syscon Road,
Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7L 5S3
telephone: (905) 333-0300 • fax: (905) 333-1841
Canada toll free fax: 1-888-817-7701
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